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Summary. — In this paper we present the main outcomes of a wide collaborative
effort (carried out within the INFN project “EPICA” and in part within the Eu-
ropean projects “RISC-RAD” and “NOTE” and the ASI project MoMa-COUNT),
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both experimental and theoretical, devoted to the characterization and quantifica-
tion of the induction of DNA-targeted and non-DNA-targeted molecular and cellular
biological endpoints, following irradiation of human cells with different charged par-
ticles. The work was mainly aimed at reaching a better understanding of the mech-
anisms governing the physical and biophysical pathways leading from the initial en-
ergy deposition by radiation in matter to the induction of observable radiobiological
damage, with particular focus on the role played by radiation quality. More specif-
ically, we characterized the induction of DNA DSB within different fragment-size
ranges outlining the effectiveness of high-LET radiation at inducing small fragments
and thus clustered DNA breaks, which can evolve in terms of endpoints like chromo-
some aberrations (CAs). This was confirmed by the development and application of
a model of CA induction based on the assumption that only clustered DNA breaks
can lead to aberrations. Concerning non-DNA-targeted damage, we quantified the
time-dependent induction of medium-mediated DNA damage in bystander cells and
we characterized the time and dose dependence of cytokine concentration in the
culture medium of sham-irradiated and irradiated cells, since medium-mediated by-
stander damage is thought to arise from molecular signalling between irradiated
and unirradiated cells. The mechanisms governing such signalling were investigated
developing a model and a MC code simulating cytokine release, diffusion and in-
ternalization, showing good agreement with experimental data. Non-DNA-targeted
effects were further characterized by MRS investigation of the radiation effects on
lipids and oxidative metabolism, which are particularly relevant also considering
that they may be differently expressed in different tumors and in normal tissues.
PACS 87.53.-j – Effects of ionizing radiation on biological systems.
1. – Introduction
The mechanisms driving the ensemble of events leading from the initial energy deposi-
tion by radiation to the production of lesions to the DNA and other biological molecules
and to the processing of such lesions in terms of biological endpoints at different lev-
els (e.g., DNA and chromosome damage, damage to the cell membranes and the cell
metabolisms, cell death, etc.) are still not known in detail. In particular, further studies
are desirable to clarify the role played by radiation quality (i.e. particle type and energy),
which in turn is largely determined by radiation track structure. Indeed, the spatial dis-
tribution of the excitations and ionizations occurring in the target atoms and molecules
is a crucial issue for determining the induction of DNA damage clusters, which play a
fundamental role for the subsequent evolution of the initial radiation insult in terms of
radiobiological endpoints at molecular, cellular and multi-cellular level. Reaching a bet-
ter understanding on the action of charged particles such as protons, He ions and heavier
ions like carbon, is of fundamental importance in the field of hadron therapy, which is
based on the dose localization in the Bragg peak region and, for carbon ions, on the
higher relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of these particles.
Also the consequences of irradiation on cellular communication urgently need further
investigation, especially considering that possible alterations in the cellular communica-
tion pathways can lead to the induction of the so-called “bystander effects”. The latter
consist in the induction of damage in cells which have not been traversed by radiation,
but have received molecular signals by irradiated cells. Phenomena like bystander effects,
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which have been observed for different endpoints and with different approaches, can have
significant implications both for radiotherapy and for radiation protection. In particular,
the non-linearity observed for some dose-response curves at low doses may affect the
radiation risk assessment at low doses, which is currently based on the so-called “Linear-
No-Threshold hypothesis”, based on linear, no-threshold back-extrapolations from epi-
demiological data at higher doses. A large amount of data on bystander effect has been
accumulated in the last decade. However, the knowledge about the underlying mech-
anisms remains poor. It is now widely accepted that such effects are due to cellular
communication, not only via gap-junctions (i.e. small channels directly connecting the
cytoplasms of adjacent cells allowing diffusion of ions and molecules smaller than 2000
Dalton) but also via release of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS, such as H2O2 and O−2 ),
Nitric Oxyde (NO) and larger molecules (typically cytokines), as well as more complex
structures like vesicles. The effects on the cell membranes, which can be classified as
“non-DNA-targeted effect” in the sense that the double helix is not the main target,
can play an important role as well. Also, depending on the specific characteristics of
the irradiated target (e.g., cell type, cell-cycle stage, etc.), it is likely that different
signals are involved. A typical example of a possible pathway consists of intracellular
communication via production of ROS in the irradiated cell, followed by intercellular
communication through diffusion of small molecules in the gap junctions and/or larger
molecules (typically cytokines) in the extracellular environment, which in turn can be
internalized by the membrane receptors of unirradiated cells thus triggering a cascade of
signalling events leading to molecular and/or cellular damage in unirradiated cells.
In this context, within the INFN project “EPICA” we investigated experimentally and
theoretically the induction of both “DNA-targeted” effects (such as DNA and chromo-
some damage) and “non-DNA-targeted” effects (such as membrane damage, bystander
effect and cell communication). Particular attention was devoted to the dependence of
these effects on radiation quality, since it is well known that the energy deposition pat-
tern strongly modulates the features of the initial damage and thus its reparability. More
specifically, we investigated the induction of DNA double-strand breaks (DSB), chro-
mosome aberrations and cell death following irradiation with light and heavy charged
particles as well as with gamma-rays, which were taken as reference radiation. In par-
allel, we investigated the time-dependent release, diffusion and internalization of specific
cytokines, which are candidate signals in bystander effect phenomena, and the induction
of damage in important non-DNA target such as lipids and oxidative metabolism.
2. – DNA-targeted-effects
2.1. DNA damage: experimental studies. – It is widely accepted that DNA double-
strand breaks are critical lesions in the pathways leading from the initial energy deposition
by radiation to radiobiological damage at sub-cellular and cellular level, including gene
mutations, chromosome aberrations, neoplastic transformation and clonogenic inactiva-
tion. The spatial distribution of the initial DSB plays a key role in determining the
fate of irradiated cells, since the sub-cellular and cellular endpoints mentioned above do
depend on the features of the DSB ensemble induced by the irradiation [1]. The spatial
correlation of DSB, both in terms of geometrical distance and in terms of “genomic dis-
tance” (i.e. in base-pairs), is thought to influence the DSB reparability. This may explain
why the radiobiological effects induced by a given radiation dose depend on the radiation
quality, since the DSB distribution will be determined not only by chromatin conforma-
tion, but also by radiation track-structure at the nanometre level. Experimental and
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theoretical studies (e.g., [2-4]) outlined the existing correlation of radiation-induced DSB
at the nucleosome scale (i.e. ≈ 100 base-pairs or bp), and at the low-level chromatin
fibre organization scale (i.e. ≈ 1 kbp). For high-LET radiation, including heavy ions,
such correlation is much higher than for low-LET radiation. Even at larger scales, where
the distribution of the DSB induced by low-LET radiation is basically random, high-LET
radiation can produce a DSB distribution that deviates significantly from randomness
(e.g., [5,6]). The statistical properties of the induced DSB can be investigated analysing
the DNA fragment size distributions produced after irradiation. The analysis of DNA
fragment spectra can provide an important basis for developing models able to reliably
predict the consequences of high-LET irradiation.
DNA fragmentation by high doses of heavy ions was studied in the fragment-size
range 1–5700 kbp, following irradiation of AG1522 primary human fibroblasts, embed-
ded in agarose plugs, with iron ion beams of various energies at different radiobiological
facilities, namely at the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator (HIMAC) of the National Insti-
tute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) in Chiba, Japan (500 and 200MeV/u iron beams)
and at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) and the NASA Science Research
Laboratory (NSRL) accelerators of the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in Up-
ton, USA (5 and 1GeV/u iron beams). Gamma-rays from the 60Co source at the Istituto
Superiore di Sanita` (ISS) in Rome, Italy, were used as reference radiation. In order to
avoid DSB repair during irradiation, the plugs were kept at 0–4 ◦C. The dose rate was
10–15Gymin−1 and the dose range was 40–200Gy for all the considered radiation types.
After irradiation, the plugs were incubated in lysis solution, then washed and stored
at 4 ◦C until processed. DNA damage was evaluated by calibrated Pulsed-Field Gel
Electrophoresis (PFGE) and Constant-Field Gel Electrophoresis (CFGE) using different
electrophoretic conditions to measure the number of fragments in the following ranges:
1–9 kbp, 9–23 kbp, 23–1000 kbp and 1000–5700 kbp [7]. The analysis of the fragmentation
spectra showed that the correlation of DSB positions, absent in the case of gamma-ray
irradiation, increases markedly with LET for the iron-ion beams. DSB correlation was
shown to be dose dependent, decreasing when the dose increases. This can be explained
considering that with increasing dose there is an increasing fraction of DNA fragments
produced by DSB due to different, uncorrelated tracks [7, 8].
In order to investigate radiation-induced DNA damage and repair at low doses, im-
munofluorescence techniques have recently been developed based on antibodies against
proteins involved in DNA damage response. In particular, detection of phosphoryla-
tion of the variant histone H2AX (γ-H2AX) has provided a valuable and highly sensitive
method to monitor DSB formation. The assay is based on the evidence that, rapidly after
irradiation, many molecules of histone H2AX become phosphorylated along Mega-base
chromatin domains adjacent to a DSB [9]. Using fluorescent antibodies, such lesions can
be visualized as foci (see fig. 1) and their enumeration at different times from irradiation
can be used to measure DSB induction and processing. This technique is at present the
only one which allows investigation of DNA damage and repair in single cells at doses
as low as those released by one particle traversal. Moreover, foci persistence has been
suggested as a potential predictor of cell radiation sensitivity [10].
With this assay we investigated the time course of DBS induction and processing
after irradiation of AG1522 primary human fibroblasts with 0.5Gy gamma-rays, carbon
ions and alpha-particles. Parallel experiments were performed to evaluate cell killing and
lethal mutations (early and late survival). Irradiation with 62MeV/u carbon ions (LET =
40 keV/μm) was performed at the superconductive cyclotron of INFN-Laboratori Nazion-
ali del Sud in Catania, Italy, whereas irradiations with alpha-particles from Am-241
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Fig. 1. – In situ immunofluorescence detection of γ-H2AX foci in AG1522 cells 30 minutes after
irradiation with gamma-rays or alpha-particles. Control cells are also shown in the left panel.
(LET = 125 keV/μm) and with gamma-rays from Cs-137 were both performed at the
ISS in Rome, Italy. Figure 2 compares the results obtained for DSB induction and pro-
cessing. In all cases, the maximum number of foci was obtained at 30 minutes after
irradiation and represents the initially induced damage. The finding that this is higher
for gamma-rays than for charged particles can be explained considering that C-ions and
alpha-particles are densely ionizing and induce DSB which are spatially correlated at dis-
tances that cannot be resolved as individual foci. This also means that the γ-H2AX assay
may underestimate the number of DSB induced by densely ionizing radiation. However,
it is interesting that the maximum number of foci is consistent with the number of tracks
producing at least 1 DSB. Moreover, at longer times after irradiation the decrease in
the foci number is smaller for charged particles than for gamma-rays, the foci observed
after irradiation with alpha-particles being more persistent. This finding may be partly
related to the presence of multiple foci along the same track, but also suggests the pres-
ence, within the same focus, of multiple and/or complex DSB, which are more difficult to
be repaired with respect to gamma-ray–induced DSB. This is consistent with the higher
biological effectiveness of charged particles at inducing cellular effects, as revealed by the
results we obtained for cell killing (data not shown).
Fig. 2. – Number of foci per cell induced by gamma-rays, carbon ions or alpha-particles 30 min-
utes or 4 hours after irradiation.
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Fig. 3. – Number of DNA fragments per Mbp induced by 115MeV/u iron ions, as a function of
dose. Left panel: experimental data (full symbols) with error bars and PARTRAC simulation
data (open symbols, linked by a line as a guide for the eye) at the following dose values:
5Gy, 50Gy, 100Gy, 150Gy and 200Gy, for fragments in the size range 1–9 kbp. Right panel:
PARTRAC simulation data (linked by lines as guides for the eye) at the same doses. The
different symbols in the right panel refer to different fragment size ranges: 0–1 kbp (full circles),
1–9 kbp (full squares), 9–23 kbp (open circles), 23–1000 kbp (full triangles), 1000–5700 kbp (open
triangles).
2.2. DNA damage: phenomenological and mechanistic models of DNA fragmentation.
– In this subsection we report a theoretical analysis, both mechanistic and phenomeno-
logical, of DNA fragmentation induced by iron ions. A similar study on alpha-particles
has been described elsewhere [11]. For both iron ions and alpha-particles, the mechanistic
analysis was performed by means of the PARTRAC code, which is a biophysical Monte
Carlo code (mainly developed at the GSF Institute in Munich, Germany) based on an
“event-by-event” description of radiation track structure in liquid water at the nm level,
combined with an atom-by-atom description of a DNA target model representing the
whole genome (6Gbp) of a diploid human fibroblast in interphase. The simulated target
presents six levels of DNA organization (deoxynucleotide pair, double helix, nucleosome,
chromatin fibre, chromatin fibre loops and chromosome territories). The current version
of PARTRAC can simulate the transport and interaction of electrons, photons, protons,
helium ions and heavier ions. Further details can be found elsewhere [12]. In the study
presented herein, a model cell lying on a mylar base was irradiated from the bottom with
a beam. Each energy deposition event in the cell nucleus was recorded; starting points,
energy and directions of secondary electrons were used as input data of the electron
module. The simulated yields of radiation-induced DNA strand breaks were determined
by superposition of the inelastic event track-structure pattern on the DNA target model.
The probability of inelastic energy deposition events in that volume producing a SSB was
assumed to be 0 for energy depositions smaller than 5 eV, to increase linearly from 0 to 1
for energy depositions in the range 5–40 eV, and to be equal to 1 for energy depositions
larger than 40 eV. The effects of OH-radical attack were taken into account as well. A
DSB was assumed to occur when two SSB were found on opposite strands within 10 bp.
Figure 3 reports experimental and calculated yields of DNA fragments (per Mbp)
of different sizes (1–9 kbp for the experiments; 0–1 kbp, 1–9 kbp, 9–23 kbp, 23–1000 kbp,
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1000–5700 kbp for the PARTRAC simulations) induced by 115MeV/u Fe ions. The
agreement between experiments and simulations can be considered satisfactory, given
that no a posteriori adjustment of the code parameters was introduced. This gives confi-
dence on the results obtained with PARTRAC, which was also applied to the simulation
of DNA fragments smaller than 1 kbp and larger than 5700 kbp. Importantly, fragments
smaller than 1 kbp account for about half of the total fragments, leading to a higher RBE
value with respect to the fragments of any size. This reflects the features of radiation
track-structure, which for high-LET radiation—including heavy ions—is particularly ef-
fective at producing clustered energy depositions and thus very small DNA fragments.
Even though the experimental detection of such fragments is not easy, they can play an
important role in the evolution of the initial DNA damage in terms of subsequent end-
points at sub-cellular and cellular level, because clustered DNA breaks are more difficult
to be repaired correctly and thus can give rise to gene mutations, chromosome aberra-
tions, etc. In this context, in the next section we will present a theoretical model based
on the assumption that only clustered—and thus severe—DNA breaks can give rise to
chromosome aberrations.
The phenomenological analysis, aimed at evaluating the DSB spatial correlation on
the basis of the departure of their distribution from randomness, was performed by means
of the Generalized Broken Stick (GBS) model, which has been introduced and described
in detail in previous works [13]. The GBS model was developed with the purpose of
analyzing the DSB spectrum, taking into account that not all the DSB revealed by elec-
trophoresis are induced by radiation. In the genome there are always endogenous breaks,
and others are also caused by the experimental procedures. The relevant issue is how the
model can provide, starting from the experimental data, parameters related to the DSB
spatial correlation. The main quantity is the DSB yield, i.e. the number of radiation-
induced DSB per unit dose and unit DNA mass. The three following fragment-size ranges
were chosen: 1–9 kbp (small fragments), 145–750 kbp (intermediate fragments) and 750–
2700 kbp (large fragments). The number of fragments in each of the three ranges, and
for each experimental dose value, was computed, leaving the yield as a free parameter of
the model. By fitting the computed number of fragments to the measured one, for each
size range and for each dose, three dose-dependent yields were obtained (denoted by y1,
y2 and y3), corresponding to the three ranges 1–9 kbp, 145–750 kbp and 750–2700 kbp,
respectively.
To evaluate the departure from randomness of the experimental DSB distribution,
we compared the DSB yields in these three fragment size regions (y1, y2 and y3) by
means of two parameters, i.e. the ratios Rs = y1/y3 and Rm = y2/y3. If random
breakage occurs, Rs and Rm are equal to unity at all doses, within the experimental errors.
On the contrary, a significant difference from unity would indicate a DSB correlation.
These parameters were analyzed both as a function of LET, i.e. with respect to different
radiation qualities, and as a function of dose for any given radiation.
Figure 4 shows the Rs and Rm values for the beam with the highest LET analyzed
so far, i.e. 115MeV/u iron ions. Both Rs and Rm are higher than unity at all doses.
2.3. Chromosome damage: a model of chromosome aberration induction. – Despite the
recent significant advances in the experimental techniques and the large amount of avail-
able experimental data, some aspects of the mechanisms governing the induction of chro-
mosome aberrations have not yet been fully elucidated. For instance, it is still not clear
whether any DNA double-strand break, independently of its complexity, can participate
the formation of chromosome aberrations, or if only clustered—and thus severe—breaks
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Fig. 4. – Parameters Rm (full symbols) and Rs (open symbols), in semi-log scale, as a function
of dose for DNA fragmentation induced in human fibroblasts by 115MeV/u iron ions.
are involved. Furthermore, the dependence of the interaction probability between two
chromosome breaks on their distance is still a matter of debate. Theoretical models and
simulation codes can be of great help both for interpreting experimental observations
and for performing extrapolations where experimental data are not available, typically
at low doses and/or low dose rates. Various modelling approaches can be found in the
literature, and many of them are based on Lea’s “Breakage-and-Reunion” theory [14].
According to Lea, the radiation can induce chromosome breaks, and each break produces
two independent chromosome free ends. Those free ends that are sufficiently close do
interact and give rise to exchange-type aberrations via pair-wise “mis-rejoining”. In 1999
we initiated the development of an ab initio mechanistic model and a Monte Carlo code
based on radiation track structure at the nanometre level [15]. The current version of
the model can simulate the induction of the main chromosome aberration types (includ-
ing dicentrics, translocations, rings, various complex exchanges and deletions) in human
cells exposed to photons, light ions—typically protons and alpha-particles—and now also
heavy ions such as carbon and iron [16-20]. The main assumption of the model consists
of regarding chromosome aberrations as the “evolution” of clustered DNA breaks, which
are called “Complex Lesions” (CLs). Each CL is assumed to produce two independent
chromosome free ends, and only free ends induced in neighbouring chromosomes or in
the same chromosome are allowed to join and give rise to exchange-type aberrations.
The current version of the model mainly deals with human lymphocyte nuclei, which
are modelled as 3-μm-radius spheres. The implementation of human fibroblast nuclei
is in progress. For both lymphocytes and fibroblasts, the 46 interphase chromosome
territories are described as (irregular) intra-nuclear domains with volume proportional
to the chromosome DNA content, and each territory consists of the union of small ad-
jacent cubic boxes. For a given radiation quality (i.e. particle type and energy), the
yield of induced CL·Gy−1·cell−1, taken from track-structure simulations provided by the
PARTRAC code mentioned above, is the starting point for dose-response simulations.
While for photons the lesions are randomly distributed in the cell nucleus, for light ions
they are located along straight lines representing the cell nucleus traversals. Concerning
heavy ions, a fraction of the lesions induced by a heavy ion are “shifted” radially with
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Table I. – Predicted and observed whole-genome Simple Exchanges (dicentrics plus recipro-
cal translocations) per 100 cells induced in human lymphocytes exposed to different doses of
147 keV/μm Fe ions (nominal energy: 1GeV/n). The experimental data reported for compari-
son were taken from [21].
respect to the primary-ion track to take into account the delta-ray effects. Specific back-
ground (i.e. prior to irradiation) yields for different aberration types can be included.
Both Giemsa staining and whole-chromosome FISH painting can be simulated, and the
implementation of multi-FISH is in progress. The code provides dose-response curves
for the main aberration types, directly comparable with experimental data. Until now,
the model has been tested for gamma-rays, protons and helium ions. The good agree-
ment between model predictions and experimental data allowed for model validation,
especially considering that no a posteriori fit was performed [15-19]. The extension of
the model to heavy ions has started only recently, and the results are still preliminary.
Dose-response curves for the induction of different chromosome aberrations by gamma-
rays and light ions can be found in previous publications. Table I reports whole-genome
Simple Exchanges (i.e. dicentrics plus reciprocal translocations) per 100 cells induced in
human lymphocytes exposed to different doses of 147 keV/μm Fe ions (nominal energy:
1GeV/n). Literature-based experimental data [21] obtained with the same particle type,
energy and dose (and with the same cell type) are also reported for comparison. The
agreement between simulations and data strengthens the model, and hence the assump-
tion that clustered DNA breaks play a fundamental role in the evolution of DNA damage
in terms of chromosome aberrations and possibly other radiobiological endpoints such
as gene mutations, cell death and cell conversion to malignancy. It is also worth men-
tioning that the model has been applied to the evaluation of the induction of Chronic
Myeloid Leukaemia [17], which is thought to arise from a reciprocal translocation between
chromosomes 9 and 22, and to the estimate of aberration yields observed in astronauts’
lymphocytes following long-term missions onboard the Mir space station and the Inter-
national Space Station [18].
3. – Non-DNA-targeted effects
3.1. Molecular and cellular damage in bystander cells. – DNA damage in bystander
cells can be studied by using the H2AX assay-to visualize DSB induced in unirradiated
cells grown in co-culture with directly irradiated cells. In this work, bystander cells were
grown on the surface of a permeable porous membrane which represents the bottom of
transwell inserts. The pores allow the passage of signalling molecules possibly released by
cells directly irradiated with 0.5Gy alpha-particles (dose rate of about 0.08Gy/min) at
37 ◦C. Bystander cells were kept in co-culture with irradiated cells for 30 minutes, 1 hour
or 2 hours. After that, these cells were fixed and DSB were visualized as γ-H2AX foci
using the fluorescent technique described in subsect. 2.1. Figure 5 shows the percentage
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Fig. 5. – Effect of the time of co-culturing of targeted and bystander cells on the induction of
γ-H2AX foci in bystander cells. Targeted cells were irradiated with 0.5Gy alpha-particles.
of bystander cells with γ-H2AX foci after 30 minutes, 1 hour and 2 hours of co-culture
with irradiated cells. A slight increase in the number of positive cells with respect to
the sham control is visible at 30min of co-culture, which becomes more evident after 1
and 2 hours of co-culture. In this system, in which targeted and bystander cells are not
in contact, communication between irradiated and unirradiated cells by gap-junctions is
prevented, so that only the effect of signalling molecules released in the culture medium
has to be considered (i.e. the so-called “medium-mediated bystander effect”). These
results clearly show a response in terms of DNA damage in bystander cells and, although
gap-junctions play an important role in the induction of non-targeted effects [22], even
in the absence of such type of communication a bystander effect is still evident. The
degree of this response seems to increase, under the conditions considered herein, with
the co-culture time.
3.2. Cytokine release and its modulation by radiation: experimental and theoretical
studies. – Cytokines are considered to be one of the best groups of molecules candidate
for the transmission of the wide variety of bystander effects observed so far. Nevertheless,
there are discordant reports of decreased/increased expression or no change in expression
of some of these molecules after radiation exposure. This may reflect the well-known
dependence of cytokines on cell or tissue type and pre-existing pathways or conditions
for their expression. For these reasons, the first approach we used to the study of the
cytokines involved in the transmission of bystander effects, was to screen the simultaneous
modulation of a panel of 18 different cytokines after the exposure to gamma-rays (Cobalt-
60 at the Fondazione Policlinico San Matteo, Pavia) and alpha-particles (from the Am-
241 source at the ISS, Rome) by means of the chemiarray technique (Human Cytokine
Set 1 Cartesian Array, Biosource).
A comparison between chemiarray profiles of culture media collected and filtered after
gamma-rays and alpha-particles exposure did not show any cytokine produced ex novo
or inhibited after ionising radiation exposure. However, some appreciable differences in
the signal intensity were observed for IL-6, IL-8 and IL-12 in samples collected 20 hours
after irradiation from both glioblastoma cells (T98G) and fibroblasts (AG1522) (fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. – Chemiarray profiles of medium samples collected from human fibroblasts (AG1522) and
human glioblastoma cells (T98G) 20 hours after exposure to gamma-rays and alpha-particles.
Lower panel: human Cytokine Set 1 Cartesian Array map.
Subsequently, to quantify the differences observed with chemiarrays, we evaluated the
modulation of IL-6 and IL-8 over a time interval of 22 hours after different doses (0.25, 0.5
and 1Gy) of alpha and gamma irradiation in comparison with sham irradiation by means
of ELISA. Figure 7 illustrates the data concerning IL-6 concentrations after exposure of
AG1522 cells to gamma-rays.
Interestingly, gamma irradiation determined alterations of IL-6 release into the med-
ium that were not linearly correlated to the dose: at 20 hours, a dose of 0.25Gy deter-
mined a significant increase of IL-6 compared to sham irradiation, however 0.5Gy and
1Gy caused a decrease in the concentration of this cytokine into the medium. The same
trend was observed at 5, 7 and 8 hours after exposure.
Exposure to the same doses of carbon ions affected IL-6 release at earlier times: within
5 hours it was possible to detect increased concentrations with a linear dose dependence
relationship (data not shown).
3.3. Cytokine receptor expression in irradiated and bystander cells. – The cell-specific-
ity in the induction of bystander effects and the cell-specificity to receive the secreted
signals that have been described so far clearly suggest that both the ability of producing
cytokines as well as the receptor profiles are likely to determine the cell’s responses
and the final endpoint. Indeed, at cellular level, the flow of information is initiated by
the interaction of a ligand (i.e. cytokine) with an activated membrane receptor which
transmits the signal from the outside to the inside of a cell where a cascade of events is
initiated.
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Fig. 7. – Time-dependent concentration in the medium of IL-6 in AG1522 cells after sham irra-
diation (0Gy) 0.25Gy, 0.5Gy and 1Gy. 5000 cells/cm2 were seeded 20 hours prior irradiation.
Values are presented as means of duplicate samples from three independent experiments.
We qualitatively evaluated by immunocytochemistry the receptor profiles of IL-6,
IL-8 and TGFβ in gamma-irradiated AG1522 and T98G cells fixed 20 hours after ex-
posure and whose medium was collected, filtered and transferred to unirradiated cells
for 20 hours. In fig. 8 some representative patterns for TGFβ receptor expression in
irradiated and bystander cells are shown. The immunostaining for this growth factor in
AG1522 cells irradiated with a dose of 0.5Gy showed that this dose causes an increase
of its expression. However, incubation for 20 hours in medium collected from these ir-
radiated cells determined a similar increase on the receptor expression in non-irradiated
cells. Concerning T98G cells, the directly irradiated cells exhibited a more pronounced
increase of the receptor expression, whereas the effect observed in bystander cells after
the treatment with conditioned medium was similar to that observed in fibroblasts.
Fig. 8. – Representative immunocytochemistry staining for TGFβ receptor in AG1522 e T98G
cells. Upper pictures: directly irradiated cells 20 hours after irradiation with 0.5Gy gamma-rays
in comparison with sham-irradiated cells. Lower pictures: bystander cells incubated for 20 hours
with medium harvested from irradiated cells and sham-irradiated cells.
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Fig. 9. – Monte Carlo simulations (line) and experimental measurements (full circles) of the IL-6
present in the culture medium of 250000 “sham irradiated” fibroblasts.
Investigations are still needed on the quantification of the production rate and of the
mechanisms regulating the transmission of the signals, such as depletion (i.e. internaliza-
tion of signalling molecules by cells via specific membrane receptors) and degradation (i.e.
removal of signalling molecules due to interaction with enzymes—typically proteases—
that degrade the “original” molecules).
In order to address these questions, we developed a model and a Monte Carlo code to
simulate the time-dependent regulation of IL-6 in the case of 250000 “sham irradiated”
fibroblasts. On first approximation, we simulated a geometry that follows the experi-
mental set-up (properly re-scaled), and each cell is assumed to release cytokines with
a constant rate left as a free parameter. The molecules, once released from cells, are
“transported” by means of diffusion based on a Brownian-motion model, with a root
mean square displacement of
√
6Dt. The value of the diffusion coefficient D was fixed
at 108 nm2/s, corresponding to the diffusion coefficient of a molecule with a 20 kDalton
mass (i.e. the mass of IL-6) in the cytoplasm environment. If the molecule reaches a cell,
it is internalized (depletion) and stops diffusing, whereas the cells continue to release
cytokines. Figure 9 shows preliminary results of simulations (with a production rate of
0.16 cytokines/(s*cell)), compared with experimental results.
3.4. Effects on lipids and oxidative metabolism; intercellular signalling mechanisms
investigated by MRS . – The development of non-invasive methods to detect the effects
of radiation in whole intact cells in vitro can provide information on new targets for
radiation responses including molecules different from DNA, either in cells directly hit
by radiation or in cells with damage induced by the so-called “bystander effect”. With
this respect, the identification of new targets [23] is important to monitor radiation re-
sponses that may be differently expressed in different tumors and in normal tissues as
well. Cell metabolism may be studied by means of high-resolution Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy (MRS) in living cells in culture. In selected pathologies, this technique
is used in vivo for diagnostic purposes, after evidence-based observations on biomarker
signals in multicentric studies [24,25]. A large area of use of MRS in clinics is also dedi-
cated to ex vivo analysis to provide information of prognostic value during management
of cancer patients [26, 27]. Much work is therefore dedicated to MRS studies on intact
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Fig. 10. – Flask holder and beam collimator. Cell flasks are inserted as shown (pink flasks) ex-
posing sequentially regions of a square hole in the plexiglass screen (thickness 3 cm). Dimensions
of the square hole match proton beam diameter in the region of 99% homogeneity. Displacement
of the flasks in the (x, y)-plane, performed with two independent steppers, is affected by less
than 0.05mm error.
cells in vitro aiming at obtaining a better picture of cell metabolism and identification of
spectroscopic markers associated to a selected biological outcome, following treatments
with chemical and/or or physical agents [28]. Some signals, detectable in vivo, were
found to be related to selected biological outcomes when cell growth was modified either
by chemicals causing cell death or by treatments designed to affect cell proliferation and
differentiation. The availability of new MRS instruments operating at very high fields
and/or better equipments such as cryoprobes with very high sensitivity and spectral
resolution allows to acquire MR spectra from very small volumes (e.g., in microprobes
10–20μl), compatible with biopsy samples.
In this work, two sets of cells with different radio-resistance were used. Initially, cells
from cancer of human cervix, HeLa, were compared to cells from breast cancer, MCF-7,
the latter being more resistant to irradiation by gamma-rays [29]. In a second phase
of the study, A172 and T98G cells from human glioma were studied, the latter being
more radio-resistant. Cells were irradiated with gamma-rays (Co-60) and with 62MeV
proton beams at the INFN-LNS. Cells were routinely irradiated in the culture flask to
avoid metabolism perturbation during cell growth. For irradiation it was necessary to
build an apparatus acting as a proton beam collimation and sample holder (fig. 10). The
apparatus exposed different sections of the culture flasks moving the sample holder in
a sequential, operator-controlled, fashion on a plane orthogonal to the beam, to expose
the entire cell-covered surface.
Apoptosis was quantified along with cell killing and cell cycle arrest, to characterize
biological effects and to find a correlation with the spectroscopic observations. In HeLa
cells, maximum apoptosis was found after 24 hours from gamma-irradiated samples that
underwent significant apoptotic death, while in MCF 7 cells the percentage of apoptotic
cells was not significant. In MCF-7 cells, apoptosis after irradiation was induced only
after buthionine sulfoximine (BSO) treatment. This treatment induced GSH depletion
by inhibition of GSH synthesis: MCF-7 cells, deprived of the antioxidant protection,
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Fig. 11. – High-resolution 1H MR spectra at 600MHz from glutathione region cell samples.
Spectra were acquired by means of a Bruker 1mm microprobe at 289K, under solvent suppres-
sion conditions. G = glutamate in GSH, g = free glutamate.
were then able to undergo apoptosis. As already observed in HeLa cells, the maximum
percentage of apoptotic cells was found at 24 hours after irradiation. Time-kinetics of
apoptosis was found to be affected by LET in both cell lines: irradiation with proton
beams shifted the maximum percentage of apoptotic cells to 48 hours.
Among the visible peaks in MR spectra two sets of signals were analyzed, due to
their possible detection also from in vivo MRS. One set of signals is from reduced glu-
tathione (GSH), due to the important role of this molecule to act as detoxifying agent.
At present, quantification of GSH concentration may usually be performed by means
of destructive analytical methods. In MR spectra this molecule shows narrow signals,
the most prominent being that from glutamate, which was used for relative quantifica-
tion. After irradiation by gamma-rays and proton beams, GSH signals show intensity
changes that indicate consumption by detoxification reactions and increased activity of
the γ-glutamyl cysteine synthetase. Relative GSH concentration, as measured by MRS,
was found consistent with radio-sensitivity (fig. 11). Low GSH concentration, either nat-
urally occurring, as in HeLa and A172 cells, or artificially produced, by treatment with
BSO, was correlated with relevant apoptosis.
The second set of MRS signals studied was related to the structures known as mobile
lipids (ML), mostly arising from the neutral lipids, triglycerides, present in the spectra of
tumour cells. The analysis of the spectra from both cell lines showed different spectral be-
haviour after irradiation. The intensities of signals from neutral lipids were measured in
irradiated cell samples with respect to the corresponding non-irradiated controls. Spec-
tra from perchloric acid extracts and total extracted lipids were also run. According
to previously reported data [30], intensity modulation of lipid signals accompanies cell
growth: intensity variation was then monitored after different time intervals from irra-
diation. A common feature of the two cell lines was a marked decrease of lipid signals
after seeding. In this region irradiation did not induce relevant changes. Subsequently,
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HeLa cells, undergoing extensive apoptosis, displayed lower lipid intensity in irradiated
vs. control samples, while MCF-7 cells, which underwent very little apoptosis, showed
more intense lipid signals in irradiated samples. This behaviour was therefore not related
to the occurrence of apoptosis, as suggested by other authors [31]. The extent of the phe-
nomenon was dose and LET dependent. Finally, in order to provide possible application
of MRS to the study of bystander effect, some preliminary results were obtained on sam-
pled medium of irradiated cells in comparison with medium from controls. It has been
suggested that cell communication might not be limited to soluble agonists, but that var-
ious types of vesicles also participate in the process [32]. The phenomenon, detected in
different cell systems by many authors, was also studied by MRS [33]. Preliminary data
point to differences on relative intensities of lipid-related signals in cell medium before
and after irradiation. This finding is in agreement with those from other authors [34],
who demonstrated the production of exosomes into the medium after radiation-induced
DNA damage, suggesting that these vesicles can communicate with adjacent cells. Work
is in progress to clarify this point.
4. – Conclusions and future developments
In this paper we presented the outcomes of a large collaborative effort (carried out
within the INFN project “EPICA” and in part within the European projects “RISC-
RAD” and “NOTE” and the ASI project MoMa-COUNT) devoted to the characteriza-
tion and quantification of the induction of DNA-targeted and non-DNA-targeted molec-
ular and cellular biological endpoints following irradiation of normal and cancer human
cells with different charged particles, gamma-rays acting as the reference radiation. The
main aim of this work consisted of reaching a better understanding of the mechanisms
governing the physical and biophysical pathways leading from the initial energy deposi-
tion by radiation in matter to the induction of observable radiobiological damage, with
great focus on the role played by radiation quality (i.e. particle type and energy, LET).
The induction of DNA DSB was characterized experimentally and theoretically within
different fragment-size ranges. Our results highlight the effectiveness of high-LET ra-
diation at inducing small fragments, which reflect the clustering properties of radiation
track structure and are correlated with the induction of severe damage. Such damage is
hard to repair and can thus lead, for example, to chromosome aberrations (CAs). This
was confirmed by a model of CA induction based on the assumption that only severe
DNA breaks can lead to aberrations.
Concerning non-DNA-targeted damage, we quantified the time-dependent induction
of medium-mediated DNA damage in bystander cells, which showed a significant in-
crease of H2AX phosphorilation foci after 1 and 2 hours of co-culture with irradiated
cells. To investigate the mechanisms underlying medium-mediated bystander damage,
which are thought to be based on cell-to-cell communication via signalling molecules such
as cytokines, we characterized the time- and dose-dependence of cytokine (e.g., IL-6) con-
centration in the culture medium of sham-irradiated and irradiated cells. We reported
an initial increase followed by a saturation-like pattern at several hours after irradiation.
The release, diffusion and internalization of cytokines were simulated by a theoretical
model and a MC code which assume a Brownian-like diffusion followed by cytokine de-
pletion. This showed a good agreement with experimental data on sham-irradiated cells.
Non-DNA-targeted effects were further characterized by MRS-based investigation of the
radiation effects on lipids and oxidative metabolism. The latter are particularly relevant
considering that they may be differently expressed in tumors and normal tissues.
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We plan to focus future work on heavy ions such as carbon, which is of great im-
portance because of its use in cancer therapy, and on non-DNA-targeted effects, both in
terms of the mechanisms underlying phenomena like bystander effects, and in terms of
the modulation of molecular signaling by radiation.
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